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Abstract—Reading life log is a type of techniques to auto-
matically and unconsciously record people’s reading intentions,
interests and habits. Besides, it can also serve as various assistants
in our daily life. In this paper, a reading-life log system is
implemented by a head-mounted and unobtrusive video camera
with a high resolution and a high shutter speed. We utilize DP
matching, and propose a text-based frame mosaicing method
to integrate multiple frames in a clip. The developed system
is tested in the various environments indoor and outdoor. The
experimental results show that our system can provide reliable
outputs with respect to the most correct responses. The infrequent
misregistration between lines also indicates the feasibility and
validity of the text-based frame mosaicing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Texts expressing the explicit information surround us, and

reading is one of the most essential activities in our daily
life. For example, we read books, documents, posters, menus,
goods packages, web pages, video captions, signboards, etc.,
for getting various types of knowledge and information from
them. As one can imagine, we will be in a tight corner without
those texts. On the other hand, nowadays, the ubiquitous mini
electronic devices with high resolution and high shutter-speed
enable us record the texts appearing in our daily life. Since the
text collection is conducted by first-person vision, it is possible
to analyze the personal intentions, interests and habits.
This paper develops a practical reading-life log system,

which enables us acquire the text information automatically by
using OCR technologies. Reading-life log, as the terminology
itself implies, is a type of life-log systems, which try to capture
various types of information automatically and unconsciously
from some sensor. Our reading-life log is specialized for ac-
quiring text information from a head-mounted and unobtrusive
video camera. The developed device can work under various
realistic environments such as book, magazine, newspaper,
signboards in the wild world, LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)
screen.

II. OVERVIEW OF READING-LIFE LOG
Reading-life log has initiated a lot of interests in the

document analysis community due to the additional attention
information. Campbell et al. [1] aimed at tracking the texts
which an user was reading, and further analyzed his/her
interests or goals by exploring the eye movement information.
Kienzle et al. [2] invented a nonparametric visual saliency
model based on the human eye movement data. Bulling et al.
[3] utilized a wearable electrooculography to detect the reading
activity under a variety of indoor and outdoor situations.
Buscher et al. [4] developed a precise user-oriented document
classifier by introducing the personalized attention information.

Xu et al. [5] devised a document summarization algorithm
by taking the time consumption estimation of reading each
word as a clue. Judd et al. [6] considered the top-down
image semantics and collected eye tracking data for learning a
saliency model. Nyström et al. [7] proposed a velocity-based
algorithm which could robustly identify fixations, saccades and
glissades in the eye tracking data for event detection. Loboda
et al. [8] suggested using eye movement information to infer
the word relevance. Carlos et al. [9] designed a mobile head-
mounted, and employed the Maximal Stable Extremal Regions
(MSERs) algorithm for scene text segmentation. Duggan et
al. [10] investigated the eye movement data, and verified
the fact that readers have the ability to explicitly catch the
most important information in which they were interested.
Dimigen et al. [11] sampled electroencephalogram (EEG)
and eye movement signals when subjects were conducting
text reading task, and demonstrated the feasibility of the
combination of EEG and eye tracking data. Buscher et al.
[12] revealed the relations between eye movement measures
and user-perceived relevance for personal information retrieval
application. To distinguish the reading or skimming behavior
in the eye tracking data, Biedert et al. [13] extracted average
forward speed and angularity features to train a classifier. A
fresh work submitted by Kai et al. [14] attempted to measure
brain electrical activity by an off-the-shelf EEG device for
distinguishing genres of documents.
Through the above survey, we find that most existing

works focus on the eye tracking data while seldom employ
the practical recognized data to refine the final results. The
proposed reading-life log system fulfills text-based mosaicing
with two-dimensional alignment of recognized data at two
consecutive frames. A detailed system outline is given in the
next section.

III. SYSTEM OUTLINE
The proposed reading-life log system is simply realized

by a head-mounted and unobtrusive video camera connected
to a laptop via USB 3.0. Figure 1 shows a realization of the
device. This commercial video camera is characterized by a
high resolution and high shutter-speed. The high resolution is
necessary to sample the target text lines with high quality. For
our implementation of the reading-life log system, at least,
so-called “HDTV resolution” is necessary to capture a part
of a document containing multiple text lines. Moreover, since
the subject who equips the video camera may introduce the
unwanted motion blur which seriously degrades the subsequent
text recognition performance, the high shutter-speed is also
necessary to avoid this type of performance attenuation.



Fig. 1: The appearance of the video camera.

The camera should be equipped aiming at the target text
lines, namely the direction in parallel with the sight line, in
order to acquire what the user reads. In this sense, our reading-
life log implementation coincides with the “first-person vision”
systems so that the user activity can be reflected through
the video images from a head-mounted camera. There exist
numerous research activities on scene text detection and recog-
nition like [15–19], which generally target on all characters
appearing in the wild world. Different from them, the proposed
system exactly focuses on the specific regions in which an
user is interested. The “first-person vision” fashion not only
performs practically in the sense of well gearing towards the
user’s attention, but also eases the subsequent detection and
recognition task by providing the prior knowledge of location.
At the early stage of the authors’ trial, a glass-type mobile

eye-tracker was used for acquiring “gazed” texts. Unfortunate-
ly, the trial revealed that even a state-of-the-art eye-tracker
cannot locate the gazing point with an enough accuracy.
Specifically, it was very difficult to track target text lines
along with eye movement. Furthermore, even through we can
locate the gazing point perfectly, it is still problematic to
exactly understand the “reading” point since gazing point and
reading point might be different. Consequently, we resort to
the simple head-mounted video camera which can be equipped
physically aiming at the target text lines without the need of
eye movement estimation. Most existing eye movement based
systems, as surveyed above, definitively rely on an additional
eye-tracker assembly which renders the appearance of the
device obtrusive.
Video frames captured by the head-mounted camera are fed

to an Optical Character Recognition (OCR) system prepared in
the laptop for extracting text information. Then, the recognized
results will be stored in a storage of the laptop. See details in
section V. Note that instead of OCR, we can also exploit a
document image retrieval technique to get the text information
under the condition that we can specify the key target texts.
More specifically, instead of directly recognizing the video
frames, the document image retrieval technique will search
a database to get its exact text information.

IV. APPLICATIONS
The proposed reading-life log system can serve as a journey

assistant to bridge the language barriers. Besides, the visually
handicapped can use our system as a navigation assistant.
Moreover, as a manage assistant, the designed system helps
us locate or recall the contents we have read somewhere.
More generally, the portability allows us to collect the text
information appearing in our daily life as a recorder assistant.

Fig. 2: The diagram of text-based frame mosaicing.

V. TECHNOLOGIES
A. Recognizing texts in a video frame
The video camera working under the shutter-speed at

1/2000[sec] acquires the target text lines. Each frame is then
processed by smoothing and Otsu’s method. The binary frames
are fed into a commercial OCR one by one. For the aim of
low power consumption, in the current trial, we just employ
the straightforward binarization operator as the preprocessing
stage of OCR. In addition, the specialized technology to
segment the scene text is out of our scope since it is feasible
and tractable to further integrate the existing methods [15–19]
with our system.

B. Text-based frame mosaicing
The raw outputs of OCR are far from actual use since

frame-independence recognized results may only cover a par-
tial target text lines. We propose a text-based frame mosaicing
to integrate all frame-independence recognized results into
completed text information (see the diagram in Fig.2). Al-
though it is a natural idea to integrate multiple frames in
the reading-life log research, the proposed mosaicing approach
effectively leverages the recognized texts, which differs from
the conventional image-based mosaicing methods with the
prohibitive computational complexity.
The frame mosaicing is fulfilled by the Dynamic Pro-

gramming (DP) matching in an iteration way. Let P denote
a mosaiced frame until the previous frame and S represent
currently processing frame. Our problem is to merge P and S
for creating a new mosaiced P . At first, P and S are initialized
as the first and second frame, respectively. Each row in P and
S is assigned by a unique label as illustrated in Fig.3. The line
registration between P and S is boiled down to an optimization
problem solved by DP matching iteratively. For ∀ pi and sj ,
where i = 1, 2, · · · , I and j = 1, 2, · · · , J , we compute the
edit distance d(i, j) which measures the difference between
two strings, and the cumulative distance D(i, j) as follows.

D(i, j) = d(i, j) + min

{
D(i− 1, j − 1)
D(i− 2, j − 1) + α
D(i− 1, j − 2) + α

where α is the penalty controlling the slope constraint between
two steps. Then, we backtrack from (I, J) along each (i, j),
and determine the line registration between P and S.
Note that we compute the edit distance d(i, j) by a

similar DP matching process. For ∀ pi and sj , let pi =
pi,1, · · · , pi,m, · · · , pi,M and si = sj,1, · · · , sj,n, · · · , sj,N
denote the specific elements of two text lines, respectively.
A single element pi,m or sj,n corresponds to a recognized



Fig. 3: The illustration of row label assignment for the consecutive frames P and S.

Fig. 4: The real process of the text-based frame mosicing.

character. The calculation process can be formulated below.

g(m,n) = min

{
g(m− 1, ) + β
g(m− 1, n− 1) + δ(pi,m, sj,n)
g(m,n− 1) + β

(1)

Here, δ(pi,m, sj,n) is the function to check whether pi,m
and sj,n are identical. Specifically, if pi,m = sj,n holds,
δ(pi,m, sj,n) = 0, otherwise δ(pi,m, sj,n) = 1. Similarly, β
is the penalty, which is always fixed at one. The edit distance
d(i, j) is obtained as g(M,N).
In addition, the actual algorithm is a bit more complicated

to be a “starting-point and ending-point free” DP matching
to accommodate the fact that the first several lines in P ,
namely p1, p2,· · · , and last several lines in S, namely sJ , sJ−1,
sJ−2,· · · , usually do not appear in the S and P , respectively.
This happens when the camera moves and captures the new
lines from top to bottom. Similarly, for the left-to-right case,
the edit distance calculation of Eq. (1) should be organized in
the “starting-point and ending-point free” mode.
In Fig.4, we display a real process for illustrating the text-

based frame mosaicing. The arrows between frames indicate
the results of line registration.

VI. FEASIBILITY TEST
In this section, we conducted experiments to confirm the

feasibility of the proposed system under various environments
and targets. The images (a) of Figs.5∼9 displayed the target

text lines which appeared in outdoor and indoor signboards,
printed-document, LCD screen, and book/magazine cover. For
each video, we manually prepared its groundtruth as shown in
the left column of Figs.5∼9 (b).
To clearly exhibit the performance, the correct recognized

and integrated results were printed in black, the false results
in red. Blue characters stood for the missing detections while
orange ones represented a misregistration between lines. See
the detailed results in the right column of Figs.5∼9 (b). As
expected, apart from the outdoor video frame, our system
provided reliable recognized and integrated results. For the
outdoor environment, the scene text might severely suffer from
the non-uniform lighting or specularities so that the global
binarization method failed to make a correct segmentation.
The specialized methods [15–19] can be further employed in
our system to cope with the target text lines appearing in the
natural scene. Remarkably, it was infrequent for the misreg-
istration between lines (only occurred in Fig.5) throughout
the experiments, which demonstrated that the proposed DP
matching based approach was feasible to integrate multiple
frames. Moreover, the results with high accuracy given in
Fig.9 implied that our system was available for the LCD
screen. Furthermore, this example also proved the robustness
of our method in the sense that it could work under partial
occlusion situation. This was because benefiting from the
frame mosaicing stage, the hidden part would be recovered



from other frames.

(a) Original frame.
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(b) Groundtruth and results

Fig. 5: Printed-document.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a reading-life log system im-

plemented by a head-mounted and unobtrusive video camera,
which can serve as various assistants in our day life. Compared
with the eye tracker-based system, our trial practically per-
forms a text-based frame mosaicing procedure by DP match-
ing. In the feasibility tests, we conduct the experiments by
taking various environments as targets. The proposed system
can give reasonable responses for most target text lines. There
seldom exists the misregistration between lines, indicating the
text-based mosaicing can effectively integrate multiple frames.
Since the performance in the natural scene is still dubious, our
future work is to combine with the existing scene text detection
method under a low power consumption and real-time mode.
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(a) Original frame.
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(b) Groundtruth and results

Fig. 6: Indoor signboard.

(a) Original frame.
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(b) Groundtruth and results

Fig. 7: Outdoor signboard.



(a) Original frame.
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(b) Groundtruth and results

Fig. 8: Magazine cover.

(a) Original frame.
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(b) Groundtruth and results

Fig. 9: LCD screen.
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